2045 Evening Peak Volume Changes

**Legend**
- 25% or more
- 15% to 25%
- 5% to 15%
- -5% to 5%
- -5% to -15%
- -15% to -25%
- -25% or more

**TxDOT Alternatives**
(Orange and Blue Line Max Ridership)
Volume increases on I-35 but decreases on city streets.

**Reconnect Austin**
(Orange and Blue Line Max Ridership)
Reduces entrance/exit ramps through downtown pushing traffic to city streets primarily in east Austin.

**Rethink35**
(Orange and Blue Line Max Ridership)
Converts I-35 to a boulevard and pushes traffic to city streets primarily in east Austin.

**Red** Volume increases
**Grey** Links with low volume (less than 100 trips) and small changes
**Blue** Volume decreases